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Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot 76100, Israelfnaor, kobbig@wisdom.weizmann.ac.ilABSTRACTA secure function evaluation protocol allows two partiesto jointly compute a function f(x; y) of their inputs in amanner not leaking more information than necessary. Amajor result in this �eld is: \any function f that can becomputed using polynomial resources can be computed se-curely using polynomial resources" (where `resources' refersto communication and computation). This result follows bya general transformation from any circuit for f to a secureprotocol that evaluates f . Although the resources used byprotocols resulting from this transformation are polynomialin the circuit size, they are much higher (in general) thanthose required for an insecure computation of f .We propose a new methodology for designing secure proto-cols, utilizing the communication complexity tree (or branch-ing program) representation of f . We start with an e�cient(insecure) protocol for f and transform it into a secure pro-tocol. In other words, \any function f that can be computedusing communication complexity c can be can be computedsecurely using communication complexity that is polynomialin c and a security parameter". We show several simple ap-plications of this new methodology resulting in protocolse�cient either in communication or in computation. In par-ticular, we exemplify a protocol for the \millionaires prob-lem", where two participants want to compare their valuesbut reveal no other information. Our protocol is more e�-cient than previously known ones in either communicationor computation.
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i.e. more than can be deduced from z. A protocol thatallows Alice and Bob to achieve this is known as securefunction evaluation of f . This problem generalizes manycryptographic tasks and has been extensively investigatedin the last twenty years1. One of the major results of thearea is: \anything that can computed e�ciently can be se-curely evaluated in an e�cient manner." More precisely, ifthe circuit complexity of f(x; y) is s, then there is a securefunction evaluation protocol operating in time polynomial ins and a security parameter, provided certain cryptographicprimitives exist.The goal of this work is to provide the communicationcomplexity counterpart of this result. Informally, if f(x; y)has communication complexity c, then there is a secure func-tion evaluation protocol for f with communication complex-ity which is polynomial in c and a security parameter, pro-vided certain cryptographic primitives exist.Our work is motivated in part by the attention algorithmsfor massive datasets have received recently. For many ofthese problems there are algorithms resulting in commu-nication complexity which is much smaller than the datasize, but with no privacy guarantees. Recent results demon-strated that it is possible to create private protocols for someof these tasks, without resorting to the transformation froma circuit computing the function, resulting in protocols withmuch lower communication complexity, see [11, 12] and [24].As a consequence of our work, many more of these algo-rithms can be evaluated securely without a signi�cant over-head.Impact of the representation of f on the complexityof secure function evaluation: Many of the works in the�eld of secure function evaluation followed the `garbled cir-cuit' construction introduced by Yao [28, 29] and [15] andthus concentrated on the representation of f by a combina-torial circuit. The drawback of this representation is thatoperations such as accessing a single element from a tableresult in a relatively large penalty in the circuit size. Morespeci�cally, if one follows the `garbled circuit' construction,as discussed in [27], then the resulting complexity is that ofinvoking one OT21 for each input bit2 plus a constant numberof pseudo-random function evaluations per each gate3.1One of the �rst problems considered is Yao's \millionairesproblem" [28], where two participants want to check whichone has a larger value. Note that the name of the problemhas since been updated to the \billionaires problem" : : :2OT21 is 1-out-of-2 oblivious transfer (see Section 2.3) andis a basic building of these protocols.3The protocol described in [14] results in invoking one OT21



Choosing the underlying model is signi�cant when design-ing a secure function evaluation protocol for a function f .Researchers in the �eld have realized for quite some timethat the speci�c representation of the function f can havea great impact on the complexity of secure function evalu-ation. Previous works used representations of f other thancombinatorial circuits. To name a few examples, Kilian [18]as well as [15, 3] used permutation branching programs, ap-pealing to Barrington's Theorem. In the multiparty com-putation with an honest majority setting, Ben-Or et el. [6],followed by many of the works in the area, used a represen-tation of f by an algebraic circuit. Feige et al. [10] and [16]used a representation of f as a product of matrices over alarge enough �eld. Beaver et al. [5] used the representationof f as a low degree polynomial. A recent work by Ishaiand Kushilevitz [17] introduced a representation of func-tions via randomizing polynomials and used it to constructround-e�cient secure multiparty protocols.A methodology for designing secure protocols: Theunderlying model in our work is the communication com-plexity tree (or branching program) computing f . We pro-pose to utilize this representation of f and show that itcan lead to tremendous savings in the communication com-plexity as well as the computational complexity of securefunction evaluation. For a function f with input size thatis relatively large when compared with its communicationcomplexity it is possible to break the barrier of an OT in-vocation per input introduced by the 'garbled circuit' con-struction. The general methodology we suggest is to startwith a communication e�cient (insecure) protocol for theproblem and transform it to obtain an e�cient secure eval-uation; the e�ciency can be either in communication or incomputation.
1.1 Summary of ResultsWe introduce the private Indirect Indexing as well as theGeneralized Indirect Indexing primitives and show (i) secureevaluation protocols for them (Section 3) (ii) How they canbe used to obtain communication preserving protocol for se-cure evaluation of any function f(x; y) (Section 4) and (iii)How they may be combined with the secure evaluation ofcircuits (Section 5). We give various examples of problemfor which our methodology yields more e�cient protocols.In particular we address the millionaires problem - our workprovides more e�cient protocols for the problem than pre-viously known, both from a communication point of viewas well as computation (only a polylog number of OTs).Most of the paper deals with the semi-honest model of par-ticipants. In Section 6 we discuss a communication e�cientmethod of transforming a protocol in the semi-honest modelinto one that works in the malicious model.
1.2 Related WorkAs mentioned above, secure function evaluation has beena very active research area and it has been investigated in avariety of models regarding the participating parties behav-ior, power and number. We rely mostly on Goldreich [14] forde�nitions and notation. For any function f(x1; x2; : : : ; xp)it is possible in principle to construct a protocol that allowsa group of p parties, where party i has as its private input xi,to jointly evaluate f(x1; x2; : : : ; xp). Following the protocol,the parties learn f(x1; x2; : : : ; xp) but no party i can learnabout the other inputs fxjgj 6=i more than can be computedfor each gate as well as each input bit.

from her own input xi and the outcome f(x1; x2; : : : xp).The drawback, however, is that many such protocols arerather complex and require signi�cant interaction betweenthe parties - they do not necessarily correspond to the min-imum communication complexity protocol for f .In the design and proof of our protocol we make extensiveuse of composition theorems for secure protocols. This hasbeen an active research area (see [8, 14]). An important toolin our design are e�cient protocols for Oblivious Transferand Private Information Retrieval (see Section 2.3).
2. DEFINITIONS AND TOOLS
2.1 PreliminariesIn this work we express complexity in terms of the inputlength and the cryptographic security parameter4. Let n de-note the input length and k the security parameter. We con-sider protocols as communication e�cient if their commu-nication complexity is no higher than a polylog(n) � poly(k)factor times the communication of the related insecure pro-tocol. Note that any choice of the security parameter mustsatisfy k = !(log n) (see also Section 2.3).Let A c� B denote computational indistinguishability ofensembles A and B by circuits, so that every circuit familyof size poly(n) has only a negligible (in n) advantage indistinguishing A and B.
2.2 The Semi-Honest ModelIn most of this work we address the case were the par-ties participating in the protocol are semi-honest i.e. theyfollow the protocol as prescribed but may record all mes-sages and subsequently deduce information not derivablesolely from the protocol output. Let f : f0; 1g� � f0; 1g� !f0; 1g��f0; 1g� be a (randomized) function. Let P be a two-party protocol for computing (f1(x; y); f2(x; y)) = f(x; y).Denote by viewPi (x; y) the view of the ith party during theexecution of P on (x; y) (including her private coins and allreceived messages) and by outPi (x; y) her outcome (whichis implicit in viewPi (x; y)).Definition 2.1. (Privacy wrt semi-honest parties)Protocol P privately computesf(x; y) = (f1(x; y); f2(x; y))if there exist probabilistic poly-time simulators S1; S2 suchthat:fS1(x; f1(x; y)); f2(x; y)g c� f(viewP1 (x; y);outP2 (x; y))gfS2(x; f2(x; y)); f1(x; y)g c� f(viewP2 (x; y);outP1 (x; y))gComposition in the semi-honest model: In our con-structions we compose protocols that are private wrt semi-honest parties, and make use of composition theorems forsecure protocols. In this section we de�ne the notion ofprivate reduction and cite a corresponding composition the-orem that enables us to phrase out constructions as compo-sition of protocols. We refer the reader to [14, 8] for furtherdetails.Definition 2.2. (Privately reducing g to f) An or-acle aided protocol using an oracle functionality f privately4This is in contrast to a common practice of identifying thesecurity parameter and the input length, see e.g. [14].



computes g if there exist simulators S1 and S2 as in De�ni-tion 2.1. The corresponding views are de�ned in the naturalmanner to include oracle answers.An oracle-aided protocol privately reduces g to f if it pri-vately computes g when using oracle functionality f .Theorem 2.1. (Composition in semi-honest model,two parties [14, 8]) Suppose g is privately reducible to fand there exists a protocol for privately computing f . Then,the protocol de�ned by replacing each oracle-call to f by aprotocol that privately computes f is a protocol for privatelycomputing g.
2.3 Cryptographic primitivesWe de�ne and discuss the primitives used in our construc-tions.Pseudo random generators: A pseudorandom genera-tor is a (deterministic) procedure that transforms a shortrandom seed to a long string that is indistinguishable froma random one. We use pseudorandom generators to gener-ate (pseudo) random bits for a protocol, with the cost ofcommunicating only k bits.Definition 2.3. A pseudo random generator is a poly-nomially computable function G : f0; 1gk ! f0; 1gpoly(n) sothat G(Uk) c� Upoly(n), where U denotes the ensemble ofuniform distributions.Oblivious Transfer and PIR: Oblivious Transfer (or OT)is a speci�c case of secure function evaluation, �rst suggestedby Rabin, where one party (the sender) has some input andthe other party (the chooser) learns some aspect of the in-formation without `hinting' which aspect of the informationwas transferred.Definition 2.4. (1-out-of-w oblivious transfer) Let�x = x[0]; x[1]; : : : ; x[w� 1] where x[0]; x[1]; : : : ; x[w� 1] areelements chosen from a domain X. Let j 2 f0; : : : ; w � 1gbe an index to one of these elements.An oblivious transfer protocol is a protocol that privatelycomputes the functionOTw1 (�x; j) = (?; x[j])The party holding the index j is referred to as the chooserand the party holding the elements x[0]; x[1]; : : : ; x[w� 1] isthe sender.Oblivious transfer serves as a basic block in our construc-tions. There are several known constructions of OT proto-cols that are e�cient either in communication or in compu-tation (see discussion below). To abstract out the depen-dency on the speci�c OT protocol in use we express the e�-ciency of our protocols in terms of its work and communica-tion denoted WOT(w; k; �) and COT(w; k; �) respectively,where k is the security parameter and � is the number ofbits required to represent an element of the domain X (i.e.� = log jXj). Usually � = O(max(k; logw)) and thus weignore the dependency of WOT and COT on �. Note thatsince WOT(w; k; �) = 
(w) it follows that the security pa-rameter should be chosen so that k = !(logw), i.e. thatbreaking the OT should take much more work than w.Complexity of OT and PIR: Recently a lot of work wasdevoted to the communication complexity of OT, under the

heading of Private Information Retrieval { PIR. The resultson single PIR by Kushilevitz and Ostrovsky [23] and Cachinet al. [7] solve \half the problem" by protecting the chooserfrom the sender (i.e. at the end of the protocol the sendercannot distinguish which value the chooser has learned), butthe chooser may learn more than a single value. In order toprotect the sender as well, Naor and Pinkas [25] proposed amethod that turns any computational PIR into an OTw1 pro-tocol, by applying logw times (concurrently) an OT21 proto-col, without increasing the communication complexity oth-erwise. Furthermore, recently [26] they described an OTw1protocol based on the Decisional Di�e-Hellman (DDH) as-sumption. In their protocol the chooser performs a constantnumber of exponentiations and the sender performs O(w)exponentiations, while the communication complexity is in-creased by a single element in addition to a PIR scheme5.(They also provided work/communication tradeo�s for theproblem, which may be relevant in some cases.) We sum-marize that under the appropriate assumptions6 there is an1-out-of-w OT protocol whose communication complexity isproportional to the security parameter plus the size of anelement. If one is interested in a low computational proto-col, then the overhead can be as little as one exponentiationplus w private-key operations, using the �rst scheme in [26].
3. INDIRECT INDEXINGWe now describe a new primitive called private indirectindexing that will serve as a basic building block in ourconstructions. Let �y be a list of values. Let j be an index toan element of �y. The inputs for Alice and Bob are shares ofthe index j so that Alice holds an encryption of j and Bobholds the encryption key. Bob also holds �y. The outputsof Alice and Bob are shares of y[j] so that Bob holds anencryption of y[j] (under a fresh key) and Alice holds thecorresponding encryption key.We �rst discuss the type of encryption used in privateindirect indexing. It is a permutation over indices as follows:Definition 3.1. (Encryption permutations) A collec-tion �w of permutations f0; 1; : : : ; w�1g ! f0; 1; : : : ; w�1gis called encryption permutation if:E�cient computation Given a description of a permuta-tion in �w one may e�ciently evaluate it at a givenpoint and invert it. We denote elements of �w by � ore, the latter notation is used when a protocol invokesboth e and its inverse e�1.One-time encryption: A single application of a randomlyselected � does not reveal information about its input.I.e. Pr (�(x) = y) = 1=w where the probability is takenover the selection of � uniformly at random from �w.Cancellation: For every two permutation e; � 2 � it holdsthat e�1(�(e(x))) = �(x).One choice for Piw is the set of all permutations of welements. We note two more e�cient possibilities:1. Let �modw = f�ij�i(x) = i + x(mod w); 0 � i < wgIn this case e�1i = ew�i for every permutation ei 2�modw .5A similar construction was suggested by Aiello, Ishai andReingold [1].6�-hiding for the PIR scheme [7] respectively, and DDH for[26]



2. For w an integral power of 2, let ��w = f�ij�i(x) =i � x; i 2 f0; 1glogwg where i � x is a bitwise xor ofi and x. In this case e�1 = e for every permutatione 2 ��w .We omit the subscript w when it is understood from thecontext.Definition 3.2. (Private indirect indexing) Let �y =y[0]; y[1]; : : : ; y[w � 1] be a list of w values where y[i] areselected from the domain Y . Let j be an index to an elementof �y. Let �w be a permutation encryption as de�ned aboveand let � 2 �w. A private indirect indexing protocol (fromAlice to Bob) is a protocol PIndAB that privately computesthe function IndAB (�(j); (�; �y)) = (�̂; �̂(y[j]))where �̂ 2R �jY j.Similarly, PIndBA is de�ned to privately compute the func-tion IndBA ((�; �x); �(j)) = (�̂(x[j]); �̂).Note 3.1. The initial permutation � 2 �w that `encrypts'the index j may be chosen arbitrarily, and, in particular,may be chosen to be the identity permutation �I . On theother hand the permutation �̂, in the outcome of the proto-col, should be selected uniformly at random from �jY j.We now describe how to securely evaluate a private indi-rect indexing. The idea is to use OTw1 where Alice acts asthe chooser and Bob the sender. Since Alice does not knowwhich index she should choose, Bob permutes the locationsof his inputs according to �. He also encrypts his inputs us-ing an encryption function e. This allows Alice to select theright position, without �guring out the \real" value she hasreceived. She then further encrypts this value with a per-mutation of her choosing (which is her private output) andsends the result to Bob who can peel o� his own encryption.With more details:Construction 3.1. (Private indirect indexing pro-tocol (from Alice to Bob))Let PIndAB (�(j); (�; y[0]; y[1]; : : : ; y[w � 1])) be the follow-ing protocol:Inputs: Alice's input is a permuted index J = �(j). Bobhas as input �y = y[0]; y[1]; : : : ; y[w � 1] and the per-mutation � 2 �w.Step 1: Alice chooses �̂ 2R �jY j. Bob chooses (e; e�1) 2R�jY j and sets Y[�(i)] = e(y[i]) for 0 � i < w.Step 2: Alice and Bob use an OTw1 protocol on inputsJ; (Y[0];Y[1]; : : : ;Y[w � 1]) so that Alice learns Y[J ].Alice sends m = �̂(Y[J ]).Step 3: Alice locally outputs �̂. Bob locally outputs Ĵ =e�1(m).The protocol PIndBA ((�; x[0]; x[1]; : : : ; x[w � 1]); �(j)) isconstructed symmetrically.Claim 3.1. PIndAB privately computes the function IndAB.

Proof. First we show that the protocol outputs the cor-rect output. Alice locally outputs �̂ and Bob locally out-puts Ĵ = e�1(m) = e�1(�̂(Y[J ])) = e�1(�̂(Y[�(j)])) =e�1(�̂(e(y[j]))) = �̂(y[j]) thus PIndAB computes IndAB.As for privacy wrt to semi-honest participants, we showthat protocol PIndAB privately reduces IndAB to OTw1 . ByTheorem 2.1 this proves the claim.Let Alice's output be �̂ and Bob's output be Ĵ = �̂(y[j])as in the protocol. We now construct simulators S1; S2 inaccordance with De�nition 2.1.The input to simulator S1 consists of �(j) and �̂. S1 out-puts (i) Alice's random coins that implicitly de�ne �̂, and(ii) a random element from f0; : : : ; wout � 1g (this corre-sponds to the response Alice gets from the OTw1 oracle inStep 2). Note that it has the same distribution as Alice'sview.Simulator S2 gets as input �; y[0]; y[1]; : : : ; y[w � 1] and�̂(y[j]) and outputs (i) Bob's random coins that implicitlyde�ne (e; e�1) and (ii) e(�̂(y[j])) (this corresponds to themessage Alice sends in Step 2). Note that e(�̂(y[j])) =e(e�1(�̂(e(y[j])))) = �̂(e(y[j])).
Usage example: Double indirect indexingWe can sequentially compose PIndAB and PIndBA to gethigher levels of indirect indexing. We begin with an ex-ample { the function Ind that performs two levels of in-direct indexing. Let �x = x[0]; x[1]; : : : ; x[wx � 1] and �y =y[0]; y[1]; : : : ; y[wy � 1] de�neInd((j; �x); �y) = (x[y[j]];?)where j is an index to the y list (i.e. 0 � j < wy), each y[i] isan index to the x list (i.e. 0 � y[i] < wx) and x[i] is chosenfrom the domain X.The protocol for Ind �rst invokes the protocol for com-puting IndAB after which Alice and Bob share y[j] and theninvokes the protocol for IndBA so that they share x[y[j]]. Inthe last step, Bob sends Alice his share of the output so thatAlice may locally output x[y[j]].Construction 3.2. Let PInd((j; �x); �y) be the followingprotocol:Inputs: Alice has input �x = x[0]; x[1]; : : : ; x[wx � 1] andan index j. Bob's input is a list of indices �y =y[0]; y[1]; : : : ; y[wy � 1].Step 1: Alice and Bob jointly compute(�̂; �̂(j0)) = PIndAB (j; (�I ; �y)):Step 2: Alice and Bob jointly compute(e(j00); e) = PIndBA ((�̂; �x); �̂(j0)):step 3: Bob sends e�1 to Alice. Alice locally outputs j00.Claim 3.2. PInd privately computes the function Ind.Proof. We show that protocol PInd privately reducesInd to IndAB and IndBA. By Theorem 2.1 this proves theclaim.Let Alice's output be x[y[j]] and Bob's output be ? as inthe protocol. We now construct simulators S1; S2 in accor-dance with De�nition 2.1.



The input to simulator S1 contains �x the index j andthe outcome x[y[j]]. S1 selects �̂ 2R �wx and e 2R �jXjand outputs (i) �̂ (this corresponds to the response Alicegets from the PIndAB oracle in Step 1) and (ii) e(x[y[j]])(this corresponds to the response Alice gets from the PIndBAoracle in Step 2).The input to simulator S2 is �y. S2 outputs (i) a randomelement from f0; : : : ; wx � 1g (this corresponds to the re-sponse Bob gets from the PIndAB oracle in Step 1) and (ii)a random element from X (this corresponds to the responseBob gets from the PIndAB oracle in Step 2)Note 3.2. Running protocol PInd without Step 3 resultsin both parties holding shares of x[y[j]]. To change the proto-col so that Bob learns the output, Step 3 should be modi�edso that Alice sends her share to Bob.
3.1 Generalized Indirect IndexingWe now generalize our usage of PIndAB and PIndBA tohave c levels of indirect indexing, where the indices alter-nate between the parties (this is a secure analog to pointerjumping). The inputs to the generalized function GIndare indices ordered in c lists7: �y1; �x2; �y3; �x4; : : : ; �yc�1; �xc.Let x̂ = �x2; �x4 : : : ; �xc and ŷ = �y1; �y3; : : : ; �yc�1. For odd1 � ` � c � 1 the list �y` is y`[0]; y`[1]; : : : ; y`[w` � 1] where0 � y`[i] < w`+1. Similarly, for even 2 � ` � c the list �x` isx`[0]; x`[1]; : : : ; xl[w` � 1] where 0 � x`[i] < w`+1.The initial index 0 � j0 < w1 is shared between Alice andbob so that Alice holds �0(j0) and Bob holds �0. The out-come of GInd is xc[yc�1[� � � [x2[y1[j0]]] � � � ]] shared by bothparties. More formally:Definition 3.3. (Private general indirect indexing)For 1 � ` � c letj` = � y`[j`�1] if ` � c is oddx`[j`�1] if ` � c is evenThen GInd((�(j0); x̂); (�; ŷ)) = (�̂(j`); �̂)where �c 2R �jXcj.A private general indirect indexing protocol is a protocolthat privately computes the function GInd.Construction 3.3. Let PGInd((�(j0); x̂); (�; ŷ)) be thefollowing protocol:Inputs: Alice's input is x̂ = �x2; �x4 : : : ; �xc and a permutedindex �(j0). Bob's input is ŷ = �y1; �y3; : : : ; �yc�1 andthe permutation �. Let �0 = �.Step 1 � ` � c� 1 odd: Alice and Bob jointly compute(�`; �`(j`)) = PIndAB(�`�1(j`�1); (�`�1; �y`)).Step 2 � ` � c even: Alice and Bob jointly compute(�`(j`); �`) = PIndBA((�`�1; �x`); �`�1(j`�1)).The proof of correctness and privacy is similar to that ofclaims 3.1 and 3.2. Using the notation of Section 2.3 we get:Theorem 3.1. Protocol PGInd privately computes func-tion GInd with work O(Pc̀=1WOT(w`; k)) and communi-cation O(Pc̀=1 COT(w`; k)).7Wlog we assume c to be even.
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00 10 1 2 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 71 4 2 5 6 7 9 0 1 2 5 6 4 2 3 4Figure 1: Run of P(x; y) where dotted edges cor-respond to av(x) and dashed edges correspond tobv(y). The input to GIind is: j = 0, y1 =[1; 2], x2 = [1; 2; 4; 7], y3 = [0; 2; 5; 7; 9; 11; 12; 15], andx4 = [1; 4; 2; 5; 6; 7; 9; 0; 1; 2; 5; 6; 4; 2; 3; 4]. The outcomeis x4[y3[x2[y1[x0]]]] = x4[y2[x1[y1[0]]]] = x4[y2[x1[1]]] =x4[y2[2]] = x4[5] = 7.
4. COMMUNICATION COMPLEXITYWe apply Theorem 3.1 to compile insecure protocols intosecure ones.
4.1 Communication Complexity TreesAssume two players, Alice and Bob, wish to evaluate f(x; y)where Alice's input is x and Bob's input is y. We de�ne aprotocol for computing f in the communication complexitymodel as a protocol where Alice and Bob alternately sendsingle bit messages8, resulting in the computation of f(x; y)by Alice. More formally:Definition 4.1. (Communication complexity model)A protocol PCC, in the communication complexity model,over domain X � Y with range Z is a full binary tree ofeven height where (i) Each internal node v in even depth islabeled with a function av : X ! f0; 1g, (ii) Each internalnode v in odd depth is labeled with function bv : Y ! f0; 1g,and (iii) Each leaf is labeled with an element z 2 Z.The value of the protocol PCC on input (x; y) is the leafreached by starting at the root, and walking on the tree,according to the functions av; bv. The protocol computesf : X � Y ! Z if its value on input (x; y) equals f(x; y).The cost c of PCC is the height of the tree.For a more detailed account of the model please see [22].To actually run the protocol, each party given its input con-structs (perhaps implicitly) from PCC the tree induced byits input, by hardwiring the levels that correspond to its owninput. Note that this description is applicable to determin-istic protocols. We discuss later in the section how to dealwith randomized protocols.Let PCC be a protocol for computing f with cost c. Forevery node v in level ` let n(v) be its position from the left(i.e. for the leftmost node on the `th level n(v) = 0 and forthe rightmost n(v) = 2`�1). We now reduce the problem ofcomputing PCC to the problem of general indirect indexing.The idea of the reduction is that one can view any step ` ofa protocol in the communication complexity model as oneparty (say Alice) choosing from the 2` labels induced by8The case where the parties send longer messages is analo-gous assuming the protocol is oblivious in the sense for everyround the number of bits that are sent does not depend onthe input (x; y).



Bob's input, based on the transcript of the protocol so farand the current bit that Alice is sending. The protocol PCCreduces to an instance of GInd with c levels, where the `thlevel has an array of size 2`, whose values are the labels ofthe corresponding nodes in the tree. This is demonstratedin Figure 1. In more detail:Construction 4.1. (Private computation of PCC)Let PprivCC (x; y) be the following protocol:Inputs: Alice holds input x 2 X. Bob holds input y 2 Y .Step 1: Let w` = 2`.Alice sets j = aroot. For all nodes v in even level2 � ` < c she sets x`[n(v)] = 2n(v) + av(y). For allleaves v she sets xc[n(v)] = z(v).For all nodes v in odd level ` Bob sets y`[n(v)] =2n(v) + bv(y).Step 2: Alice and bob run protocol PGInd.Theorem 4.1. Let PCC be a protocol in the communica-tion complexity model computing f : X � Y ! Z with costc. Then there exists a protocol PprivCC privately computingf with O(c) rounds, O(c � COT(2c; k)) communication andO(WOT(2c; k)) work.Note that Theorem 4.1 holds also for the case where theparties are not limited to sending a single bit at every round,as long as the number of bits sent at each round does notdepend on the inputs of the parties. Therefore one can alsohave a round preserving protocol.
Example: Comparing deterministic strategiesLet G be some (combinatorial) game that takes d steps andassume that Alice and Bob each have a (deterministic) strat-egy for G, explicitly described as a binary game tree of depthd and total size n. They wish to determine whose strategyis winning, without revealing to the other party any otherinformation. To decide whose strategy is winning they mayplay the game for d steps (and d bits of communication).However, this reveals more than they want. A protocolbased on a circuit for comparing the strategies invokes anOT21 protocol 
(n) times. On the other hand, a protocolin the communication complexity model for comparing thestrategies has cost proportional to the depth d of the treeand hence the number of times the parties invoke a OTn1protocol is d.
4.2 Oblivious Branching Program ProtocolsOne problem with the explicit description of a functionby its communication complexity tree is that the amount ofwork done by the two parties is proportional to 2c, which canbe large, once c is super-logarithmic. We therefore consider arepresentation of a protocol that may allow for less work, byrestricting the amount of information needed to be storedto execute the protocol. The communication tree of Def.4.1 gives for each participant a tree, induced by its input.Suppose that instead of a tree each participant has a dag, oran oblivious branching program, i.e. all equivalent nodes ofa given level (in the sense that there is no input of the otherparty that is consistent with the current state and that willmake the two nodes decide a di�erent value for the function)

are merged into one node. The important parameter is thewidth w, the maximum number of nodes at a level, of theresulting program9.We now give the de�nition of the branching program thatwill be the most convenient to convert into a secure protocol.The two parties essentially store each others state. Note thatwe can show that any PCC of communication complexity cand width w as de�ned above can be put in the form of thede�nition below with similar width and cost10.Definition 4.2. (Branching program model) A pro-tocol PBP , in the (oblivious) branching program model, overdomain X � Y with range Z is a layered directed graphG = (V = (L0; L1; L2; : : : ; Lc); E) of even depth c where(i) jL0j = 1, (ii) Each internal node v in layer of even depth` < c is labeled with a function av : X ! L`+1, (iii) Eachinternal node v in layer of odd depth ` < c is labeled with afunction bv : Y ! L`+1, and (iii) Each node in Lc is labeledwith an element z 2 Z.The value of the protocol PBP on input (x; y) is the leafreached by starting at the single element of L0 and walkingon the graph according to the functions av; bv. The protocolcomputes f : X � Y ! Z if its value on input (x; y) equalsf(x; y). The cost of PBP is c, its width is max jL`j.We now use our generalized indirect indexing protocol toprivately compute PBP . The construction is similar to thatof PprivCC . In the following the function n(�) enumeratesstates so that fn(v)jv 2 L`g = f0; : : : ; jL`j � 1g.Construction 4.2. (Private computation of PBP )Let PprivBP (x; y) be the following protocol:Inputs: Alice holds input x 2 X. Bob holds input y 2 Y .Step 1: Let w` = jL`j.Alice sets j = aroot where root is the single elementin L0. For all nodes v in even level ` < c she setsx`[n(v)] = n[av ]. For all leaves v she sets xc[n(v)] =z(v).For all nodes v in odd level ` Bob sets y`[n(v)] = n[bv ].Step 2: Alice and bob run protocol PGInd.Theorem 4.2. Let PBP be a protocol in the branchingprogram model computing f : X � Y ! Z with cost c andwidth w. Then there exists a protocol PPRIVBP privately com-puting f with O(c) rounds, O(c �COT(w; k)) communicationand O(c �WOT(w; k)) work.
Example: Acceptance by an automatonAlice holds an deterministic �nite automaton A = (Q; �)where Q = fq0; q1; : : : ; qng and � : Q � f0; 1g ! Q. Bobholds a string � 2 f0; 1gc. They wish to decide whether � isaccepted by A (i.e. whether � reaches qn starting from q0)9Beame et al [4] proposed a di�erent notion of communicat-ing branching programs - they charged the participants foraccess to their own input as well, whereas in our case this is\for free."10The resulting width may be in the worst case the square ofthe original width, but the two parties often \share" theirstate so there is no need to duplicate.



De�ne a branching program based on A with cost O(c)and width O(n) (this branching program is degenerate in thesense that it is completely de�ned by Alice). The programconsiders a single bit of � at a time and stores the statereached by the pre�x of �. Let L0 = fq0g and Li = Q for0 < i � c. Label node qn in Lc as 1 and all other nodes as0. For each node q 2 Li, the function aq is de�ned to beaq(�) = �(q; �). It is easy to see that the branching programdecides whether A accepts �.
4.3 The Randomized CaseThe use of randomized protocols allows, in many interest-ing cases, to reduce the communication complexity of pro-tocols to be below linear in the input size. We present twoapproaches that allow the use of such protocols with theo-rems 4.1 and 4.2. The approaches di�er in their treatmentof random coins. In one, the random bits are revealed toboth parties, and in the other they are kept secret from theparties.In the revealed random bits approach (Lemma 4.3) Westart with a protocol with a very small probability of errorand `derandomize' it. Theorem 4.1 or Theorem 4.2 is thenapplied to the `derandomized' protocol. In secret randombits approach we start with a protocol with low random-ness.11 The protocol is changed to a new protocol whereeach party initially holds a share of the random string (ac-cording to some secret sharing scheme). The protocol �rstretrieves the random string and then executes the originalprotocol wrt this string. Theorem 4.1 or Theorem 4.2 maybe applied to this protocol to obtain a private one. A draw-back of this approach is that in general it results with superpolynomial work protocols.Our examples in Section 4.4 exemplify a design paradigmthat combines both approaches. We compute a function in`parts', so that (i) each part has an e�cient private imple-mentation (ii) at the end of each part the parties share onlya small amount of secret random bits (needed e.g. to con-ceal intermediate results), and (iii) the overall computation,given the outputs of all parts is private and e�cient.We begin by a brief introduction of randomized proto-cols. We refer the reader to [22] for a detailed account ofrandomized protocols.A private-coin randomized protocol is a protocol as inDe�nitions 4.1 or De�nition 4.2 in which Alice has access toa random string rA and Bob has access to a random stringrB . The two strings are chosen independently uniformly atrandom. In the tree (or branching program) de�ning theprotocol Alice's nodes are labeled by functions av of x andrA; Bob's nodes are labeled by functions bv of y and rB .A public-coin randomized protocol is de�ned similarly whereboth Alice and Bob has access to the same random string r.Definition 4.3. Let P;P 0 be private-coin and public-coinrandomized protocols respectively. P computes a function fwith " error if PrrA;rB [P((x; rA); (y; rB)) = f(x; y)] � 1� "for every (x; y). Similarly, P 0 computes a function f with" error if Prr[P 0((x; r); (y; r)) = f(x; y)] � 1 � " for every(x; y).11Lemma 4.4 serves as a standard tool to reduce the random-ness of every protocol to be roughly logarithmic in n and inthe error probability.

Revealed random bits transformationWe now turn to describe our revealed random bits trans-formation from randomized protocols to private protocols.Note �rst that if the probability of error is negligible, thenthe randomized case is not signi�cantly di�erent than thedeterministic case. As long as Alice and Bob choose theirrandom coins independently of the input, the chances ofchoosing `bad' coins so that the protocol outcome di�ersfrom f are negligible. Note also that even if Alice and Bobknow the random string with which the protocol runs, theydo not gain any signi�cant information (in a computationalsense) from it. It follows that Alice and Bob may `deran-domize' the protocol by choosing a random string and `hardwiring' it into the protocol. To save on communication theyselect a short random seed and expand it using a pseudorandom generator. The work and communication of the re-sulting protocol are similar to those obtained by theorems4.1 and 4.2.Lemma 4.3. Let P be a randomized protocol computing(deterministic) function f : X � Y ! Z with cost c andnegligible error probability. Let G be a pseudo random gen-erator as in De�nition 2.3. Then there exists a protocol P 0privately computing f with parameters as in theorems 4.1and 4.2 plus the cost of communicating k random bits.Proof. We privately reduce f to PprivCC (or to PprivBP ).By Theorem 2.1 this proves the lemma. Let G be a pseudorandom generator. Consider the following protocol:Step 1: Alice selects a seed s 2R f0; 1gk for G and sends sto Bob. The string r = G(s) de�nes the private andpublic coins and induce a deterministic protocol Prwhere arv(x) = av(x; r) and brv(y) = bv(y; r).step 2: Alice and Bob apply Theorem 4.1 (or Theorem 4.2)on Pr.Construct a simulator S1 for Alice in accordance with Def-inition 2.1. Note that with extremely high probability (overthe choice of r), the outcome of the protocol is (�(f(x; y)); �)as required. Thus we can assume the input of S1 to bex; �(f(x; y)). The simulator S1 chooses s at random andoutputs G(s); �(f(x; y)). The simulator S2 is constructedsimilarly.
Secret random bits transformationThe secret random bits transformation applies to the moregeneral case, e.g. when the computed functionality is a dis-tribution. The drawback of this approach is that it is notguaranteed to yield protocols with polynomial work.We begin with a standard lemma that states that anyrandomized protocol can be transformed into a public-coinrandomized protocol that does not use many random coins.We refer the reader to [22, Chapter 3.3] for further details.Lemma 4.4. Let X = Y = f0; 1gn and Z = f0; 1gm. Anyrandomized protocol P : X � Y ! Z may be transformedinto a protocol P 0 so that (i) For every x; y the statisticaldi�erence between P(x; y) and P 0(x; y) is at most �, (ii)P;P 0 have the same communication complexity, and (iii)P 0 uses O(log n+ log 1� +m) random bits.



A straightforward way to use Lemma 4.4 is to take �to be negligible in the security parameter. It follows thenthat for every x; y the outcomes of P 0(x; y) and P(x; y) arecomputationally indistinguishable. Thus it su�ces to showhow to privately compute P 0(x; y). This may be done byAlice and Bob choosing shares of the private and publiccoins used in the protocol and then applying Theorem 4.1to the protocol that (i) retrieves the random coins from theshares, and (ii) simulates P 0. This transformation generallyresults in super-polynomial computational work.
4.4 ApplicationsWe now show how to apply the above representation toobtain a good protocol for the millionaires problem andposition-wise inequality.
Example: Who is larger?Alice has input x 2 f0; 1gn and Bob y 2 f0; 1gn and theywish to decide whose input is larger. A circuit for de-ciding whether x or y is larger has 2n inputs and thus aprotocol simulating it will perform �(n) invocations of theOT21 protocol. On the other hand it is known that therandomized communication complexity of this function isO(log n + log 1=") where " is the probability of error (see[22]). We describe a simple randomized protocol for theproblem that results in an oblivious branching program withO(log(n) � log( 1" )) cost and linear (in n) width (it is possibleto reduce it and obtain cost O(log n+ log 1" ) as well).Let xi (resp. yi) denote the ith bit of x (resp. y) and let~xi = x1; x2; : : : ; xi�1 denote the ith pre�x of x (and resp.~yi). The idea underlying all known communication e�cientprotocols for the problem is to perform a binary search forthe position i for which xi and yi di�er but ~xi�1 = ~yi�1.To be able to execute the protocol Alice and Bob haveto check whether ~xi = ~yi or not. This is done by applyinga hash-function hi : f0; 1gi 7! f0; 1ga so that for any two~xi 6= ~yi the probability that hi(~xi) = hi(~yi) is smaller than"log n and a is O(log 1" ) (we assume that " < 1n and in factnegligible). We would like to de�ne n such functions for alldomains of size 2 through 2n based on relatively few bits.This can be done in several ways, in particular, by sharingO(log n+log 1" ) random bits that induce "log n -biased vectors,sampled via a random walk on an expander.Given the choice of fhigni=1 the communication protocolperforms a binary search for the longest common pre�x andthen compares the next bit. To test equality for pre�xes oflength i is done by Alice sending hi(~xi) and Bob compar-ing it to hi(~yi) and announcing the result. The total errorprobability is ", since there are log n steps. We now showthe branching program complexity of implementing such aprotocol.Once Alice and Bob have agreed on h1; h2; : : : hn they cande�ne a branching program of width linear in n to performthe binary search. All that the program needs to store isthe current i for which pre�x equality should be decided andwhether we have determined equality so far or not regardingi. (The level names implicitly encode which bit of hi we arecomparing.) The current bit of hi(~xi) is treated as a variableand is compared bit by bit to hi(~yi). Therefore the totalnumber of OT2n1 performed is a log n which is O(log n�log 1" ).A more careful implementation based on noisy binary searchcan yield O(log n+ log 1" ) many OTO(n)1 .Note that these results mean that whether one is inter-ested in a communication e�cient protocol or a whether in

a computational e�cient protocol this is a good approach.The di�erence would be in the type of OT used.
Example: Position-wise inequalityAlice and Bob each have as inputs a list of n elementsx1; : : : ; xn and y1; : : : ; yn respectively, each element is inf0; 1gn. They want to determine whether there exists an in-dex i such that xi = yi or not. This problem was suggestedby Furer [13] as demonstrating a function with low Las Vegascommunication complexity, compared with the determinis-tic one. Applying a private protocol for this task based ona circuit computing the relation requires 
(n2) invocationsof the OT21 protocol due to the size of the inputs.We present a branching program protocol for the problemwith cost O(n) and width poly(n). Let r1; r2; : : : ; rm bem > n random strings, each of length n. Let Xi;j = hxi; rjibe the inner product of xi and rj and Yi;j = hyi; rji. Eachlayer of the branching program contains mn states denoted(i; j) for 1 � i � n and 1 � j � m.Initial State: State (1; 1) in layer L0.Transitions: In state (i; j) of layer L`:If Xi;j = Yi;j move to state (i;min(j + 1;m)) of layerL`+1, otherwise move to state (min(i + 1; n);min(j +1;m)) of layer L`+1.Value: In layer Lm state (i;m) has value 1, all other stateshave value 0.It is easy to prove that with m = O(n) layers the proba-bility that the branching program errs is negligible in n, andhave we can apply Lemma 4.3 to get a private protocol.
5. CIRCUITS WITH ROMWe now show that it is possible to combine our private in-direction primitive with the standard translation of circuitsinto private protocols and bene�t from both approaches. Inparticular, we show how to privately evaluate circuits withROM , where the gates are tables stored in ROM. The ROMinput wires de�ne an index and the output equals the valuestored in the indexed position. The cost of the resultingprotocol is two OTw1 invocations per gate where w equalsthe size of the gate. Since the number of ROM gates neededto construct a circuit for a function f may be much smallerthan the Boolean case, the resulting computation and com-munication costs may be much lower. In particular, thecommunication may be sub-linear in the input size.In the standard translation from circuits to private pro-tocols the value of every wire is shared by the parties sothat it equals the bitwise xor of these shares, see [14]. Wede�ne the private ROM primitive so that it complies withthis convention. Namely, we consider the case where (i) theindex to the ROM is shared between the parties (again inthe sense that the index is the bitwise xor of these shares)and (ii) the output is shared similarly. The contents of theROM itself is either (i) predetermined or (ii) de�ned by theinput of one of the parties or (iii) shared between them. Weconsider the latter case which is more general.Definition 5.1. (ROM) Let �RA = RA[0]; : : : ; RA[w �1] and �RB = RB [0]; : : : ; RB [w � 1]. where RA[i]; RB [i] 2f0; 1gm. The function ROM is de�ned as follows:ROM((jA; �RA); (JB ; �RB)) =(c; c�RA[jA � jB ]�RB [jA � jB ])where c 2R f0; 1gm. The width of ROM is w.



In what follows we use PIndAB and PIndBA with encryp-tion permutation chosen from �� (see Section 3). Let jbe an index shared by the parties. The protocol for pri-vately computing ROM uses PIndAB so that the partiesholds shares of RA[j] and then PIndBA so that they holdsshares of RB [j]. Then every party xors the shares he got.Construction 5.1. (Private protocol for ROM) LetPprivROM ((jA; �RA); (JB ; �RB)) be the following protocol:Inputs: Alice and Bob share the index j = jA� jB and thevalues stored in the ROM R[i] = RA[i]�RB [i].Step 1: Alice and Bob run protocol PIndAB (jA; (jB ; R̂B))denote the outcome as (s1A; s1B).Step 2: Alice and Bob run protocol PIndBA((jA; R̂A); jB)denote the outcome as (s2A; s2B).Step 3: Alice and Bob locally output s1A � s2A and s1B � s2Brespectively.Claim 5.1. Let C be a circuit with s ROM tables of widthw1; : : : ; ws.There exists a protocol privately computing C with workO(Ps̀=1WOT(w`)) and communication O(Ps̀=1 COT(w`)).
6. HANDLING MALICIOUS PARTIESSo far we have assumed that the parties are semi-honest.It is known that there is a general transformation from a pro-tocol for semi-honest participants to malicious ones [15] (werefer to the description in [14]) via a compiler - which is notcommunication preserving. In this section we briey outlinea transformation { from the semi-honest case to the mali-cious one { that is communication preserving in the sensethat the communication is increased by a factor polynomi-ally related to the security parameter.Recall that the compiler has three components: input-commitment, coin-generation and single step emulation. Ourtransformation follows the same lines. Each party commitsto its input and random bits. Once this is done then all thatremains is for each party to show that it is following the pro-tocol as speci�ed for the semi-honest case. This means thatfollowing each step in the original protocol the sender in thisstep has to prove the consistency of the message with theinput and random bits he is committed to.However, the main di�erence with the transformation of [14]is that since the number of transferred bits should be atmost polylog in the input size (and hence much smaller) thecommitment to the input and randomness must be compu-tational . Thus, there exist many possible valid opening fol-lowing the commit step. It might even be the extreme casethat for any message the sender gives there exists a proofof consistency with the original commitment. The securityof the scheme should thus rest on the hardness of �ndingmore than one valid opening for the commitment. To makethe proof meaningful, the sender provides a zero-knowledgeproof of knowledge that it knows an opening of the initialcommitment that is consistent with the current message ithas sent. Assuming the sender may know at most one suchopening (or it has broken the commitment scheme) there isonly one possible message in the compiled protocol for which

he can provide such a proof. Since a proof of knowledge al-lows the simulator to extract the witness from the prover,it follows that if it is possible to extract two di�erent as-signments to the initial commitment then the commitmentscheme is not binding.Input commitment: The cryptographic primitive we needis a communication e�cient commitment to a large string.Such a commitment scheme is used in Kilian's constructionof zero-knowledge arguments [19]. It is based on any per-fectly binding commitment scheme (applied to each bit ofthe committed string) combined with a hash tree of a col-lision intractable hash function. The communication com-plexity of the resulting input commitment scheme is thuspoly(k).Random coins generation: The (pseudo) random coinsused by each party are the result of applying a pseudo-random generator G to a seed of length k. Thus it is possibleto use the random coins generation protocol as described in[14].Zero knowledge arguments of knowledge: The prim-itive we are after is a system of zero knowledge argumentsof knowledge that operates with communication complexitypolylog(n) � poly(k). This problem has not been explicitlytreated in the past. We observe however that the construc-tion of zero knowledge arguments for NP by Kilian [19] (seealso [20]), combined with the PCP system of Arora et al. [2]gives the desired properties.Kilian's construction is based on the PCP Theorem [2] anduses a commitment scheme that allows to open the commit-ment for single bits. The prover is required to commit to aproof tape � so that every bit � of � is represented by the twobits �0; �00 (a `blob') randomly chosen so that � = �0 � �00.The veri�er simulates a PCP veri�er and asks the prover toprove (in zero knowledge) the value of a predicate concern-ing O(1) of the blobs. In this proof the veri�er asks to open,at random, exactly one bit of these O(1) blobs. It followsthat if the prover succeeds in convincing the veri�er withhigh probability then it is possible to extract a proof tape �̂that is accepted by the PCP veri�er with high probability.Proposition 6.1. The zero knowledge argument systemof Kilian is a zero knowledge argument of knowledge for aPCP proof �̂ that is accepted by the PCP veri�er with prob-ability at least 1� �.Given a PCP proof �̂ that is accepted with probability 1��Our next step is to convert it into a proof ~� that is acceptedwith probability 1. For this end, we consider the speci�cPCP system by Arora et al. [2]. The conversion from �̂ to ~�exploits the fact that all proofs that are accepted with highprobability are close (in Hamming distance) to valid code-words of a linear error correcting code, so that they may beuniquely decoded to a valid codeword.Proposition 6.2 ([21] Theorem 4). For the PCP sys-tem of Arora et al., there exists an e�cient procedure so thatgiven a PCP proof �̂ that is accepted by the PCP veri�er withprobability 1 � � outputs a PCP proof ~� that is accepted bythe PCP veri�er with probability 1.Since an assignment for the original SAT formula is ex-plicit in the PCP proof in the construction of Arora et al.,we get as a consequence of propositions 6.1, 6.2 a communi-cation preserving zero knowledge argument system of knowl-edge for NP.



7. DISCUSSION AND OPEN PROBLEMSCommunication and computation: We have seen howto obtain secure protocols with reasonable computationalrequirements provided the parties are computable by poly-nomial width branching programs. One interesting issue thiswork raises is whether it is possible to start with a (general)communication complexity protocol and preserve simulta-neously computation and communication. In particular thiswould imply the non-existence of incompressible functions -see [9] for de�nition and applications.To understand the power of our technique we should in-vestigate the class CCW (c; w) - functions computable by abranching program protocol of width w and communicationcost c. For functions f 2 CCW (o(n); poly(n)) Theorem 4.2yields secure protocols with sub-linear OT invocations andpolynomial work. Here the results of [4] may be relevant,but their notion of size is stronger than we need.Random Access Memory: In Section 5 we showed howto simulate circuits with ROM in an e�cient and secureway, resulting in improved secure protocols for functionali-ties that require references to tables. Note that ROM entriesare either directly de�ned by parties' inputs, or the resultof intermediate computations. Note that although in thelatter case the ROM entries are `dynamic' in the sense thatthey are set during the computation, the locations that areset are predetermined. Thus, this model does not e�cientlysimulate a general computation working on a random ac-cess memory (RAM machine). A natural question is thuswhether there exists an e�cient general transformation fromcomputations using RAM into secure protocol. Such a trans-formation will allow constructing secure function evaluationprotocols from `regular' programming languages. Note thata direct application of our approach to large RAM resultsin a protocol with high computation costs.The multi-party setting: The method of translating pro-tocols in the communication complexity model and branch-ing program protocols into private protocols using indirectindexing extends for a class of protocols with more than twoparties. These protocols are oblivious in the sense that thecommunication pattern (i.e. which party sends a message atwhich stage) does not depends on the input.E�cient transformation for malicious parties: Thecompiler described in [14] as well as the adjustment we de-scribe in Section 6 is ine�cient in terms of computationalwork. The overhead incurred in applying Cook's Theorem(to translate an NP statement to SAT) and then the PCPTheorem is prohibitive in many applications. An approachthat might prove useful is to have a transformation for pro-tocols in the semi-honest model with speci�c properties, e.g.for protocols in which the parties do not learn anything (evenif malicious) until the very last step.
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